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SUSY (II)

 One interesting search channel is 

 Charm quark will be detected as a jet in the detector and LSP will be invisible to our detector.

 In order to find the supersymmetric top particle in this channel, it is important to identify the 
charm quark jet and precisely measure the missing energy from detector. 

Top
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Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

 27 km in circumference 

 To collide rotating beams of 
protons or heavy ions 

 Maximum energy of proton-proton 
collisions at      = 14 TeV
and 4 x 1034  cm-2s-1

√s

 In 2011, collision at    = 7 TeV 
 and 4 x 1033  cm-2s-1   
  

√s

 In 2012, collision at     = 8 TeV 
 and 7.7 x 1033  cm-2s-1   
  

√s

CMS

ALICE

ATLAS

LHCb

 In 2015, expect collision 
 at     =13 TeV and 
 22.8 x 1033  cm-2s-1   
  

√s
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Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
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Tracker

 The tracker can reconstruct the paths of high-energy 
muons, electrons and hadrons (particles made up of 
quarks) as well as see tracks coming from the decay of 
relatively long lived particles such as “b quarks” and “c 
quarks”.

 These paths can be traced back to the interaction point (or primary vertex) of the event. 

 The interaction point that misplaces from beam line (or secondary vertex) is the indication of b 
and c quarks
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 Jet 
 Because of QCD confinement, particles carrying a color charge, such as quarks, 
cannot exist in free form.

 This spray is called a “jet” which can be detected 

 A high-energy quark (or gluon or anti-quark) is transformed into a spray of hadrons 
(particles made from quarks, antiquarks and gluons). 
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 Missing Transverse Energy
 Since the actual collisions take place at the parton level (quark, anti-quark, or gluon), thus we 

do not know the actual colliding energy of the partons. 

 However, the plane that perpendicular to the incoming particles, transverse plane, has zero 
momentum before the collision, so after the collision the sum of outgoing momenta have to be 
zero.    

 We defined momentum measured of outgoing particles as “p
T
“ or the “transverse momentum”  

 If the sum of momenta after collision is not zero, any net momentum in the transverse plane
is called “Missing Transverse Energy (MET)”.  

 MET is the indication of the non-detectable particles such as standard model neutrino and 
physics beyond standard model particle, lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP)    
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   Event at CMS
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   C-quark Jets Tagger at CMS

 Identification (“tagging”) of jets originating from the hadronization of c quarks (c jets).  

 Due to the sizable life-time, the decay of the J/ψ meson (c and anti c) and D mesons (c or 
anti-c and light or anti-light quark) are characterized by displaced tracks with a large impact 
parameter (IP) and a displaced secondary vertex (SV), with a large flight distance.

 C-tagger is a new topic studied at CMS. Started in 2013.

 C-tagger is a sub group under the well established b-tagger group. 

 The method and software is based on the b-tag algorithm. The goal of the c-tag development 
group is to provide a c-tag algorithm for analyzes in Run-II (2015).

 As of now, there are 7 people from 4 institutes.
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   C-quark Jets Tagger at CMS (II)
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   C-quark Jets Tagger at CMS (III)
 We are using the newly developed b-tag code that using BTagAnalyzer with Toolkit for 
Multivariate Data Analysis (TMVA). 

 There are two more setups that are currently developing by our c-tag colleagues.

 The goal is to find the best c-tag setup or mixing these setups together.

Discriminator 
data base
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   C-Tagger Procedures

 Starting with well defined QCD or ttbar simulation, modified BTagAnalyzer produces a set of 
variables needed for c-tag purpose such as jet p

T, 
jet η, and secondary vertex information.

 Since this is done on simulation, we can match jets with the mother parton.

Discriminator 
data base
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   C-Tagger Procedures (II)

 Jets are independent for the p
T 
and η.  

Discriminator 
data base

 TagVarExtractor eliminate the bias due to the restricted size of the sample. 
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   C-Tagger Procedures (II)

● The number of track associated with the secondary vertex (vertexNtracks) and the signed 
transverse impact parameter significance (trackSip2dSig) are shown. 

● The clear distinctions between signal (c jets) and background (light quark and gluon jets) can be 
seen.   

● This signatures are our tools to discriminate c jets from other jets.   

Not Yet Approved Not Yet Approved
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   C-Tagger Procedures (III)

 TMVA is the statistical method that will tell us that this kind of jet are c jet or not.

Discriminator 
data base

 In the end we will have the discriminator data base to use with real data recorded at the CMS.
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   C-Tagger Procedures (IV)

 The last step is to understand the performance of our c-tag setup.

Discriminator 
data base

 So we can go back to find the way to improve the efficiency of c-tag.
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 Status, Plans, and Conclusions 

 Step 1 and Step 2 are done. We are successfully modified BTagAnalyzer and TagVarExtractor 
for c-tag purpose.   

 Since each frameworks are using different definitions and algorithms to calculate the related 
variables, currently we are working with other teams to find the sources of discrepancies of
each framework and how to optimize the selections for the c-tag purpose.
   

 TMVA is newly implement at CMS, thus we are working closely with experts to understand and 
maximize the efficiency of c-tag. 

 In the end, we will finalized the best method that can be used at the CMS for Run-II in 2015. 

Status:

Plans:

Conclusion:
 For the first time c-tagger is studied at the CMS.

 C-tagger will be one of the crucial elements for new physics search such as supersymmetric 
top. 

 Also, it can be benefit for Standard Model precision measurement. 
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